RESULTS OF TRAINING FUTURE MANAGERS FOR THE USE OF ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT IN THE DIMENSIONS OF KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS

Abstract. The article discusses the problem of training future managers to use electronic document management in knowledge and skills dimensions. Research methods: analysis of the regulatory framework to substantiate the possibility of implementing electronic document management in Ukraine; content analysis of internet sources to identify approaches to implementing electronic document management; comparative content analysis of arguments that determine the results of training future managers for using electronic document management in the dimensions of knowledge and skills. When implementing electronic document management, the following knowledge and skills are essential for management specialists: knowledge of electronic registration of documents and the ability to carry it out, knowledge of document identification and the ability to identify copies of different formats; understanding of the functioning of the system of parallel execution of operations and the ability to perform similar functions using specialized installed software, as well as using cloud services; knowledge of the peculiarities of the movement of the document in the administration system, understanding of the responsibilities of the responsible person; ability to create/execute a document (task) at each moment of «life» of the document (process); knowledge of databases, features of their structure and management; ability to work with databases, perform effective searches, update data, make reports, avoid duplication; knowledge of methods of searching for documents in the database, the ability to use digital tools to search for documents by various attributes; understanding of hierarchy in the administration system, features of subordination of papers and access to them, knowledge of information security rules, ability to operate with documents with different statuses and attributes, ability to control the movement of documents.
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Introduction. In public administration, there are flows of important information circulating. These flows directly relate to implementing managerial influences in the internal management circuit. Others reflect the relationship between state structures and the interests and needs of society and citizens. This process is complex. It operates with a wide variety of information that comes to government agencies, and their employees use it to manage members of society, influence certain strata of society, and impact the community as a whole. The information support system provides communication support to the authorities in all spheres of its public activity, collecting and covering various kinds of multi-purpose, statistical, analytical, and reference information. The development of the digital space in Ukraine takes place despite the challenges Ukrainian statehood is facing. In 2002, there was an initiative for the development of electronic Ukraine. It focused on the development of digital tools to search for documents by various attributes; understanding of hierarchy in the administration system, features of subordination of papers and access to them, knowledge of information security rules, ability to operate with documents with different statuses and attributes, ability to control the movement of documents.

The article aim: to characterize the results of training future managers to use electronic document management in the dimensions of knowledge and skills. Research methods: analysis of regulatory framework to substantiate the possibility of implementing electronic document management in Ukraine; content analysis of internet sources to identify approaches to implementing electronic document management; comparative content analysis of arguments that determine the results of training future managers for using electronic document management in the dimensions of knowledge and skills.

Results and discussion. The regulatory framework for the introduction of electronic document management in Ukraine is based on several legislative acts and regulations, including:

– Civil Code of Ukraine: In particular, articles relating to the conclusion of contracts and the exchange of information are important for electronic document management;
– Law of Ukraine «On Electronic Document and Electronic Document Management» – defines the basic
principles and rules for the use of electronic documents in various fields of activity;

- Law of Ukraine «On Electronic Digital Signature» – establishes the legal status of an electronic digital signature (EDS) and the requirements for its use;
- Law of Ukraine «On Information» – regulates access to information, including electronic information;
- Resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine «On Approval of the Regulation on Document Management in Authorities and Administration»– establishes the rules for the organization of document circulation in state bodies;
- Law of Ukraine «On Personal Data Protection» – regulates the protection of personal data during their processing in electronic format;
- Law of Ukraine «On Electronic Digital Signatures» – regulates the use of electronic digital signatures to confirm the authenticity and integrity of electronic documents;

This regulatory framework creates a legal foundation for introducing electronic document management in Ukraine. It regulates issues related to the legality and security of electronic documents and procedures.

Studies [2; 3; 4; 5; 10] revealed several facts related to the argumentation of the need for purposeful training of managers for electronic document management. In particular, information support of leadership is understood as a set of organizational, legal, and technical means, tools, and methods for the implementation of communication links between elements in the process of management and functioning of the management system through the optimal organization of databases and information arrays of knowledge [8].

The research [7] summarizes the results of scientific research in management and self-government. It is noted that the contribution to the study of the leading principles of public administration and local self-government was made scholars O.Batanov, V.Kravchenko, Y.Molodozhen, P.Vorona, et al. The theoretical, methodological, and practical foundations of the system of self-government in general and its instruments, in particular (N.Ruda, S.Sakhanychko et al.) have been developed. The authors note the role and weight of executive and representative local self-government bodies (Y.Baltsiy, O.Chernetska, O.Lazor, O.Sushynskyi et al.), mechanisms of relations between local self-government entities (E.Serhienko, M.Voronov et al.), regulatory and legal support (Y.Deli, V.Marushchak et al.).

The primary condition for establishing the effective interaction mechanisms between public authorities and society is the informatization of all processes carried out in the daily activities of public authorities. One of the ways to achieve this goal is the introduction of electronic document management systems in public administration [6]. Electronic document management is a single mechanism for working with documents submitted electronically, implementing the concept of «paperless record keeping». In parallel with this term, the term «digital signature» is used – this is an analog of a handwritten signature, which is a means of protecting information that provides the ability to control the authenticity and confirm the integrity of electronic documents.

Scholars [1] substantiate the role of digitalization for society and the local community. Other researchers emphasize that the main tasks of digitalization «as the basis for improving the organizational and legal support for managing the development of the social sphere ... is: the creation of a system of legal regulation of digitalization based on a flexible approach to each aspect of the social sphere through the use of public assets based on digital technologies; creation of an infrastructure for data transmission, processing, and storage, mainly taking into account domestic developments; ensuring information security based on domestic developments during the transmission, processing, and storage of data, which guarantees the protection of the interests of the individual; creation of cross-cutting social programs based on the functioning of digital technologies» [9]. That leads to the conclusion of the importance and inevitability of the digitalization of management decisions and the introduction and widespread use of electronic document management in Ukraine, which actualizes the appropriate digital training of managers and the clarification of the knowledge and skills they need.

In general, workflow and document management in state institutions are a set of elements of a complex organizational structure that interacts with other management processes to achieve the global goal of ensuring state authorities' information and analytical activities. The effective functioning of the electronic document management system is based on a rational management structure, the definition of activities and tasks needed to be performed to achieve goals, mutual dependence, mutual subordination of employees. It is assumed that this will ensure:

- Increased productivity: Electronic document management allows you to process documents quickly and efficiently, which helps to increase staff productivity. The workflow becomes more streamlined and efficient;
- Cost reduction: Switching to electronic document management allows you to reduce the cost of paper, printing, and physical storage of documents. This can save a lot of money for the organization;
- Convenience and accessibility: Electronic documents are easy to find, edit, and share, making them more convenient for administrative staff. Documents are accessible from anywhere with internet access;
- Storage and archiving: Electronic document management allows you to automate the processes of storing and archiving documents, which makes them more reliable and accessible for audit and analysis needs;
- Reduction of errors: Electronic document management allows you to implement automatic checks and controls, which reduces the likelihood of human errors in document processing;
- Environmental benefits: Reducing the use of paper and printing resources contributes to the preservation of the environment;
- Data security: Electronic document management allows you to establish a high level of data and document protection, reducing the risk of losing sensitive information.

Training administrative staff on electronic document management can increase efficiency, reduce costs, and improve document processing security within an organization.

Basic principles of electronic document management as well as arguments in favor of the introduction of electronic document management and the regulatory framework adopted at the state level, make it possible to
characterize the range of knowledge and skills of future managers related to the ability to support the electronic document management of a particular institution at a professional level:

- knowledge of electronic registration of documents and the ability to carry it out, knowledge of document identification and the ability to identify documents of different formats;
- knowledge of the functioning of the system of parallel execution of operations and the ability to perform parallel operations using specialized installed software, as well as using cloud services;
- knowledge of the peculiarities of the movement of the document in the administration system, knowledge of the responsibilities of the responsible person; ability to create/execute a document (task) at each moment of the "life" of the document (process);
- knowledge of databases, features of their structure and management; ability to work with databases, perform effective searches, update data, make reports, avoid duplication;
- knowledge of methods of searching for documents in the database, the ability to use digital tools to search for documents by various attributes;
- knowledge of hierarchy in the administration system, features of document subordination and access to them, knowledge of information security rules, ability to operate with documents with different statuses and attributes, and ability to control the movement of documents.

If we assume that a management specialist acquires such knowledge and skills, then we can talk about the positive and negative aspects of the professional activity of managers in the context of the problem of document management.

The electronic document management system has its drawbacks. As a rule, they are detected when implementing electronic document management systems. If the administration implements an electronic document management system, it will cause «stress» among employees without proper staff training. Additional negativity can be brought by the fact that the administration may incur costs for purchasing additional equipment (uninterruptible power supplies, servers, etc.) and software. The problem is retraining specialists or training to work with the electronic document management system outside the educational institution. As a rule, users receive basic knowledge of working in the electronic document management system in groups formed depending on their role.

Conclusions. When implementing electronic document management, the following is essential for management specialists: knowledge of electronic registration of documents and the ability to carry it out, knowledge of document identification, and the ability to identify records of different formats; understanding of the functioning of the system of parallel execution of operations and the ability to perform similar functions using specialized installed software, as well as using cloud services; knowledge of the peculiarities of the movement of the document in the administration system, understanding of the responsibilities of the responsible person; ability to create/execute a document (task) at each «life» moment of the document (process); knowledge of databases, features of their structure, and management; ability to work with databases, perform effective searches, update data, make reports, and avoid duplication; knowledge of database search methods and the ability to use digital tools to search for documents by various attributes; understanding of hierarchy in the administration system, features of subordination of papers and access to them, knowledge of information security rules, ability to operate with documents with different statuses and attributes, and ability to control the movement of documents. The process of implementing electronic document management, regardless of the field of activity of the institution, the number of its staff, and territorial affiliation, is a complex multi-stage process, which necessarily involves the appropriate training of specialists in management and administration. Forming the listed above knowledge and skills contribute to a more effective functioning of the administrative apparatus of any institution.
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РЕЗУЛЬТАТИ ПІДГОТОВКИ МАЙБУТНИХ УПРАВЛІНЦІВ ДО ВИКОРИСТАННЯ ЕЛЕКТРОННОГО ДОКУМЕНТООБІГУ У ВИМІРАХ ЗНАНЬ ТА УМІНЬ

Анотація. Розглянуто проблему підготовки майбутніх управлінців до використання електронного документообігу у вимірах знань та умінь. Узагальнено проблеми розвитку адміністрування та цифровізації роботи адміністративних одиниць. Обґрунтовано, що при впровадженні електронного документообігу для фахівців сфери управління важливими є такі знання та уміння: знання про електронну реєстрацію документів та вміння це здійснювати, знання про ідентифікацію документа та вміння ідентифікувати документи різних форматів; знання про функціонування системи паралельного виконання операцій та уміння паралельного виконання операцій з використанням спеціалізованого встановленого програмного забезпечення, а також з використанням хмарних сервісів; знання про особливості руху документа в системі адміністрування; знання обов’язків відповідальної особи; уміння створити/виконати документ (завдання) в кожен момент “життя” документа (процесу); знання баз даних, особливостей їх будови та управління; уміння працювати з базами даних, здійснювати ефективні пошук, оновлювати дані, робити звіти; уміння контролювати рух документів.
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